A typology of projects would be interesting. It would reveal that even the projects self-consciously designed for the salon des refuses of official urban and landscape design mobilize a rhetoric of Dis/appearance: waiting room #1-7 emblem of the series derived from H. throwing forward. Renegotfi gure 1 Scfiliemann, Troy and Its Remains (first published 1875; reprinted 1976 by ... .^» i j-.,,,,,, "," , .
,." , , , lations between spatial disci-Arno Press. New mrW), plate XIB, facing p. 290. Six of the jars are shown. "â nd a seventh Cbroken) lies outside of the cut to the nght." Besides plines occur, as it were, on embodying the dis/appearance paradox charactenstic of any archaeology. land; as wine-storage jars they also figure rates of exchange, ent positions-diverse design philosophies driven by antagonistic social and political visions-are adopted; but the conceptual language remains translatable back into the very discourse of projective geometry that characterizes the linear koine of public and corporate planning. In its presupposition of a tabula rasa environment (or in its engineering assumption that a flattened ground is the condition of design, even if the intended effect is picturesque), contemporary architecture and its disciplinary affiliates faithfully perpetuate a mental topography going back to the Romans. The other of this emptied-out space is an array of equally mythic landscape features such as the cut or the abyss. In a familiar self-serving double-bind of Western logos, the abyss is no sooner announced than it has to be bridged. The bridge, whose suturing of formerly remote banks is so lovingly evoked by Heidegger, is also the drawbridge of empire. Writing recently about the scope of our work, I identified its concern with "the direction and notation of a social space where different, less brutal forms of exchange (of passage, of met and missed desire) are conceivable-and practicable," commenting, "it is exclusively at home neither in the gallery nor in the abandoned sites of the post-industrial city. Engaged in marking forms of eventfulness, an art of poses, orientations, arrangements, it is opportunistic, in a good sense parasitic on environments in a state of disappearance. These it may be said to colonize in a different way-in the process implicitly reflecting on the brutalism of urban renewal programs that stigmatize the in-between as ruin, void..."
This description can be criticized for a rhetoric, a projective style, all too familiar from the inflated self-descriptions architects and their writers give of their work. Wollongong Art Gallery and Environs, 1995. Responding to the invitation to make a "site-specific" installation, Anderson took a jigsaw of a local landscape, which the Gallery was "completing" as an analogue of its own fund-raising activities. As our catalogue text observed of this visual The therapeutic value of our stiperimposition would consist in revealing the ideological double-bind signified by our solidus, that "/" of our term "dis/appearance." Staged on a hill without a history, archaeological digs and a second Schliemannopolis of associated structures at once identifies itself as a hoax. What can it mean to excavate a site where no rules of stratification pertain, where every part belongs to the same cataclysmic month or six weeks? And, digging down, nothing hidden can be brought to
light, yet what lies everywhere on the surface of the site itself is now uncomfortably remembered. The ephemeral architecture and associated actions-chorography as choreographynot only enact the ideological paradox of a history grounded in a rhetoric of place predicated on the destruction of sites; it reveals the paradox as a "tangled contradiction," that is, as an artifact of imperial, and projective, thinking. And it does this by an analogue process; not by seeking to impose on the site another permanent solution, but through an act of motivated mimicry. Thresholds readers may wonder about the provenance of our meditations, even wonder why two more-or-less resident Melbourne artists are focused on a trauma "so far away." That could be part of it: the persistent myth of Australia as atopia, placelessly outside history, which serves neo-colonialist interests as efficiently now as it did two hundred years ago. One reaction to what might be called the institutionally endemic terra nihilism that made, and continues to make, Australia's colonization possible (as it made Schliemann's ransack of "Troy" possible) is an exaggerated localism. But the sentimentality of site-specificity which the latter position produces is no less projective.
Our alternative position is to assert the historical and environmental fact of rates of exchange, and what might follow from that-different practices for creating interest, less appropriative and progressive forms of translation.
